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,
know, let me say that there is not one over-statement in" these
pages." To which I say, "Amen."
Charles F. Lummis, at his best no mean describer of the New
Mexican scene, once pointed out that New Mexico cannot be
adequately photographed' ("One cailno~ focus ;upon sunlight
and sllence; and without them adobe is a clod.")' and that "de-'
scription of the-atmospheric effects of the Southwest is the 'most.
hopeless wall against which language ever b1;ltted its ineffectual
head." Lummis was probably. right, but every once in a w~.ile
the language of Sky Determines opens a small breach in that
wall, a breach through which the entranced onlooker can see'
as if he were there an "unforgettable 'and of beauty, it~ arid.
mesas; canyOl-ls; and deserts lying perpetually beneath an ocean
of pure light, and its Sky G~ds still pouring frugally from their
olias the violet-soft rain."
~

~

J

OTHER REVIEWS
,The Green Child, by Herbert Read. Ne'v, Qirections, 1948 (reissue): ,
:r;: R E are no purple or ponderous .passag.es in 'this "novel." It is to
be read (preferably at one, sitting, I should think) without the mark-' ,
ing pe.l'lcil: one does not mark off the separate elements of a dream,
for the 'meaning lies in the totality. And this book is a dream fantasy.
It has at the last the undifferentiated unity which underlies the episodic dream. It has as well the subconscious cnergizin,g factor which
impels the persistent emotional waves. that' vibrate' long after the
experiential details have glimmered and gone.
.
. Told in tenus of such quiet fantasy that it seems fact, written in
language wonderfully pure, it is a dream which the western world .
has either abandoned or consigned to the realm of nightmare..:.a
dream of the potential beauty of man-as-plant, as a literal "thinking
reed." What is involved is not so much a comprqmise between the
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polarities ~fsoul and animal as a blending of the fruitful qua.litie~
~f both, a blending whi seals up the eternal dichotomy and lea~
~an back to the timeless world where things grow and fall withou~
pain and without frustr tion.
.
'!
. On another level wha is represented is a personality reintegrat
tion which is the basic th me of count~ess mytl1s ranging all the way
from Buddha through e dryads and into Ki~g Arthur's court~
Man finds liis way be}J«:) d animal atld spiritual ego and become,~
so much 'a part of the gre t chain of B~ing· that he becom~s insom~
s~nse a protector of it. I these mytl$ the cool.greens of lif~ amJ.
death merge into a univ r~al tone whlich is gentle' to the eyes am'
sustaining to t\1eheart...
i
. .It is ~at way with th~ book. '
1
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The Classical Moment:
by Martin Turnell. Ne

tudiesof Corneille, Moliere, and Ra.cinC!1
Directions, l!iH8.
,
.
.
j
.}

favorite wor we can know a nalion.and an ~ge. Every
era hugs its 'characteristi' epithets. Today man is encompassed by
the impatient sounds of war and factory: tankS and trucks"rackel
and rivet, bullet and bu letin, kill and ·sell. The man of' the nine\tfenth century lived wi th'e words utility and philistiri~. Fran¢¢
of the seventeenth centu had its words too. The literature
'of MaIl.
herbe, Boileau, Corneill~,· Moliere, and Racine-the literature, tha~
is, pf a remarkable century-introduces time and again bon sen~~
grace, purett!, dartt!.
i
Wearied and- chagrined by three gener~tions of religiou~ an~
political catnage, France of the Gramt Siede found in ieasort, dignity,: moderation, order, harmony the happy mimes of blessed vi~
tues. It proposed to erect an ineal comity and a .universalliteratut~
lipon sucP qualities: the first failed; the second succeeded perdu~..
ably. Here is a parado," too; for despite the worship ofmode~
ation and control, the three splendid playwrights of the age create~
passionate figures and tremendous emotions, made ecu111eniql~ ho~
eyer, pfecisely ~ecau$e ~ey .ar~ expressed in a language ofpercew
hon, gr~, punty, and danty.
..
'.~
Among· the nations of the world France is nonpareil. Since ,th~
s~teenth century Fran<;e h~s been the brain of the world~ In i~s
literature· four notes have const,antly been renewe9. The first' lS
critical insight~ the glory of Moliere as orRabelais and Montaigqe
before him. The secoqd is power of reasoning, as true ,of CorneiIle
as of Stendhal~ndSartr~ and all Frenchmen whoeveJ;. The third is
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an acute sense and enjoyment of form, whether manifested in Ratine or Camus. The fourth is Individualism, so ~hat· even a stage
servant, as with Moliere's irr~pressible Dorine, remains wholly the
human being; the professioI1 goes not swallow the person. ~
• Mr. Turnell's book is admirably conceived and composed. It
speaks again for the people of France who. despite de£e~t by war,
despite· whatever may be, insist upon .these fouf great nobilities of
humankind.
WILLIS

D.

JACOBS

Nathaniel Hawthorne: a Biography, by Randall Stewart. Yale Uni~
versity Press, 1,948.
.
.\
Nathaniel Hawthorne: the American Years, by Robert Cantwell.
Rinehart, 1948.
can reflect a little, after the shocks of recent years,.
interpretation becomes more important than shudderihg at mere
survival or sudden death, and we look at writers like Hawthorne
with new interest. For Hawthorne 'Y0rked steadily with tJIe enigmas
of moral conflict; and his c~aracters, while t~ey m~ght.s~ccumb to
evil, never simply disintegraled without an inner struggle. In this,
and in his symbolism, he is more dearly aligned with such moderns
as. James, Eliot, Kafka, and f~orn a· different metaphysic Lawrence,
than with the reporters of .sensation who now weary some of. us.
The almost s.imultaneous appearance of two studies of his life is
sYfQptomatic of this new interest.
, , ' •.
Stewart's biography is the logical culmination of editorship oJ
the American and English notebooks, and much other research.
While he makes no preliminary statement of intent; he remarks at
the end that "in the light of the world today . '.. no one is likely
to impugn Hawthornc's central moral," the need of sympathy
"based upon thc honest recognition of the good and evil in our common nature." One might have expected the editor of the notebooks
to make extensive use of Hawthorne's' day-to-.day experience and
reflections; actually he gives his readcr a s~und compendium. Much
detail is synthesized by skillful organization, and the style is nicely
calculated to. maintain narrativc flow. The book is placid, unified
and thoughtful. It might be objected that some parts are not given
full enough treaurient, the Brook Farm year, for example, receiving
only three pages. It is obvious, however, that Stewart would not pre~
sume to have given exhaustive treatment of his subject in 265 pages.
Cantwell, under the pressure of life as a war-correspondent in
NOW THAT WE
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England, reread Our Old Home and wondered ,at Hawthorne'!s
"power of observation" and "th.e· close applicatipn of his insights";
this interest grew into a, desire \to poqra~ him', as a man activel~
participating in life,'to correct the stock figure of 'the somber reclu&<1'
He it is who d~'
a s heavily on the notebooks, and other sources, for
detail and color to fill out his portrait. But he' is always in danger
of losing himse I in detail nO,t thoroughly related, or in following h~s
reporter's zest, newry stimulated in research, for an exciting if· sub- (
sidiary story. An example of this is his extended account of Cille'y;s
duel. More disturbing is' h;is style. The continuous use of ~hort,
simple sentences, probably intended to have an evocative, cumulative e~ect, may .have served! the J;eporter well in sho[ter things, but
here it tends to set up an irritating jog that goes nowhere. Cantwell
has worked hard at research; curiously, perhaps indicative of selfconsciousness in a new field,~ he, documents; while Stewart does not.
Despite its faults, his book is' m()~e ,provocative than, Ste~arf's;
and his conjectures,' while perhaps overbold, are interesting.: An
enormous amount of ~etail from the life to 1850, the year of completion of Tfle Scarlet Letter,.is crowded into 442 pages.
The student and the scholar will find Stewart's book a sound, compact nar,rative of the life. The general reader, too, should find it 'an
interesting means to further i knowledge. Cantwell's book may be
~rritating at times, but there are fresh, vigorous passages in it., A
I
. ' ,
glance at Hawthorne biography reminds one of the earlier 'York of
Woodberry and Arvin,not entir~ly superseded, and the fruitful discussion of Hawthorne's art in/f'. o. Matthiessen's American Renaissance, something l)either Stewart ndr C(l.ntwell attempts.
E. w. T E 'n L 0 C K, . J 'ft. ,
,

The Dehumanization of Art and-Notes on the Novel, by Jose Ortega
\ y Gasset.~rinceton University Press, 1948;
I

in these fairly remarkable'essays, first published
in Madrid in 1925. suggests:

ORTEGA Y GASSET,

1. That the .purpose of modern 'art is to furnish a criterion distin- guishing between '''the illustrious and the vulgar.... If this subj~ct
were broached in politics," he goes on, "the passions aroused would
run too high to make Qneself understood." - (Nevertheless he wrote
The Revolt'of the Masses.)
2. That "it :will not be easy to interest a' person under thirty in a
book that under the pretext ,of art :reports on the' doings' of some
men, and ~'omen." (But on the other hand he reports that the
,

..
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novel's continued existence depends on the finding of "nov~l"
characters.)
.
3. That the new art cares less for positive achievement than,for successful breaking away from the "human aspect" destroyed. (Yet
he, credits thos;<'ha so break away; with a divine irony regarding
their huma~mitations.) .
'
4. That ~'the new art has. so far produced nothing worth while,"
that non-objectivism "has failed signally," and that the novel is
dying. (Still he dictates rules for all these.)
If Ortega y Gassel's comments appear neither consistent nOr com-,.,
plete, he has admitted as much in these essays. Meanwhile he has'
provided-in addition 'to some fifty passages that tempt. indignant
scribbling in margins-":'a number of most telling insights. Of these
I would recommend in particular his passages on the varieties of
aesthetic pleasure, on the'metaphor as man's closest approach to
creating, on Dostoevsk on Proust, and especially on modern ma,n's
sense of outrage befor whatever he does not understand. There is
stimulation here aple ty.
.

.
J
1
,

ROBERT

BUNKER

First litJ,ve; Three Short Novels, by Ivan Turgenev, with apprecia-,
tions 4y Henry James, Joseph Conrad, Prosper ~lerimee; translated
by Cori~tance Garnett. Lear Publishers, 1948.
'

whether reprint1ftg Turgenev today will incite a
full-scale revival of interest in his art~hough recent world tremors
or .the slackness of -publishing have sometimes helped to rekindle
the smouldering monuments of T olstoi, Chekhov and Dostoevski,
admiration for Turgenev seems limited only 'to the fineness of his
sifted ashes. His best qualities, surviving the poverty of translatlon,
are perhaps better felt in these shorter novels (First Love, The Diary
of a 'Superfluous Man, and Acia) than in his more famous longer
works. Like ali the Russian masters, he could not help but sting
his characters into life, and like., most 0'[ them, he wrote naturally
and affectionately a humble poetry of landscape and JIeartbreak.
But these are precisely the things which date him for us. For his chief
characters turn in their soft benighted crucifixions with all the
agonies of the Goethean romantic hero, and in situations plagued
QY all the ironies of that fatal romantic executioner, Chance. It is
the machinery in Turgenev, as so often in Toistoi, that disturbs ~us;
but whereas we may skip chapters in Tolstoi and still keep his charIT IS DOUBTFUL

,I
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acters vividly intact, we cannot practice so bluntly 'on Thrgenev
without losing all of him.
.
, The essay by Henry lames on Turgenev is the most valuable part
of the book. It gives us a warmly judiciiQus portrait of the man~ and
his w<?rk by a novelist who could appredate and even use the virtu'es '
of a manner alien to hiS own. It also gives us, a doubly perceptive
an.9 rarely manageable situation: Plat of looking back with James •
into the mi~d.Je of the nineteenth century, the milieu of T.urgenev's.
art, as into a still-living environment, and then ,forward into the
twentieth century, into the artistic problt=;ms of our own time whichwe ha~ only just begun fully to recognize as a re~ult of James' own
art amI critical observations.
,
EDW-IN

HONIG

Music and Literature: a Comparison of the Arts, by Calvin S. Brown.
University of Georgia Press,· 1948.
'
,
-

,

attempts a general survey of the relationships bet~een
literature and music "from/the standpoint of the media, techniques,
combinations, forms and mutual influence of the two arts, rather
than their hist;.orical parallelism."
i
!he~~ are four sections ~~e boo~. The first section disepsses
i pomts m common (RhythIfi~ Pitch, Tlmbre,.~armony, and 'Cbunterpoint). The second deals with their union<in vocal music. 'The
third treats of Repetition and,Variation, Balance and -Contrast, and
other str~ctural principles in, both arts, and then takes up the influence of music on literature and the attempts of writers Dto model
their work on musical f~rms and techniques. The fourth and jfin'aI
sectioiidiscusses the influence of literature on m1,1sie with ,espetial
.referen<j to program music"
As the first book of its kind in English it is, particularly welcOme,
.although not without reservations. As would app'ear'to be inevitable,
in such an undertaking, th~, author is considerably more at horile in
his own field, literature, thein in music. There is much evidence that
Mr. Brown could have affo~ded dosercollaboration with a mus~cian.
Mr. Glen Haydon, in his review of this book for the Music Library
Association "Notes" (D~c~mber f948), has already pointed out, "the
utter fail~re to' grasp ~ne o~·the furdament~l aspects of musi~l'
rhythm" m Brown's diScussIon ~theopenmg horn pa:ssage m
. .
Strauss's "Till"Eulenspiegel."
illustratt:' just a fewoth~r ~ve _'mplifkations and dowl1jI'ight
misstatements: the author picks out the ird movement of Chqpin's B flat minor Sonata (the famous, Funeral March) as a "typical"
THIS BOOK
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example of the principle of repetition. in music (p. J09). This is
patently absurd since the basic musical idea in this movement is
the effect achieved through the uJ.l¥arying repetition' of two chords.
. The situation is further aggravated when on the next page'we read,
"Certainly there is no reason to believe that the Funeral March is at
all unusual in its use of repetition." Further on, the author speaks
of "forms like the prelude, nocturne, bagatelle and impromptu .. ." .~.
when, properly speaking, these,. are musical styles used mainly in
connection with the nineteenth century character piece, rather than
musical forms.
Despite Its shortcQJ(l1ings, the book is .stimulating and well worth
reading by anyone interested in the relationships between music and
literature.
'.
.
,MORTON

~

SCHOENFELD

The Young Henry Adams, by Ernest S~muels. Harvard University
Press, 1948.

is a fascinating figure in American history. And it
w~s by way of studying and evaluating this same history that he b,ecam~ a figure in it.' As a young man, Adams. lived intensely in the
contemporary scene; in middle age he sought its relat.ionship with
earlier periods-one in particular; and in later, life even his ex'cursions into mysticism were an attempt at a kind of synthesis in this
direction.
...
Ernest Samuels has probed and defined the sources and influences
at work in this career so well that the reader has the feeling he ha.s.
known the whole Henry Adams; far the basis even of his final
period, following the death of his wife, is plainly laid. The study
begins with the schoolboy's rebellion menti6n~d in The Ed1:J.cation,
"put down by the Jovian intervention of Grandfather John Quincy
Adams," and ends with the completion of the Hrstqry of the United
States during the Administrations of Jefferson and Madison: It carries him, therefore, to the age of fifty-three-which might raise the
question as to how long a man is "young." It is, however, an appropriate:; terminal point.
Henry Aclams was an intellectual in the best sense of the word.
He had a brilliant mind, intense creative epcrgy, critical tastes,
and complete intellectual integrity. "Vith this kind of equipment he
fell~ heir to a family tradition of political activity, living through a
period of political upheaval and scientific revolution. Unlike some
of his brothers, he could not give himself completely to business
or to politics. He could write savagely as a reformer, could even'
HENRY ADAMS

"I.~J•

,,
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lobby and scheme" but h~ never got into he tough-and-tumble';iof'
politicS, never, in fact, got completely int, the busihess of bein~ a
faculty membe~ at Harvard. Traqition imposed a moral' obligatipn
towards his country's, welfare.andan idealistic position with resp~ct
to the struggle going ~n between the Puritan theology of his folef~thersand the new sdence of his own 'day. At the same time, 4is
inherent independence of thought rejected doctrinal orthodo~y.
. The true Intellectual by his very nature is under compulsion Ito ,
seek anSwers to human problem~; yet, with more knowledge than tpe
average man, he knows' that all thpse answers must be, in 'ameasur~,
tentative. It was part of the tragedy of. Henry Adams' life that ,is
background, :wh.ile, full of moral and, religious dogmatism,4e'manded broad-llJinded cognizance 9f all great intellectual crises. !
. The author brings to this work a thorough knowledge of AdatiJ.s'
life, his works, and his tiines. He writes objectively, annotates th~r~
, oughly, and he writes well; he is a craftsman. (After all, the studdnt
of Henry Adams could hardly be insensitive to style in languag~.)
But that which makes The Young Henry Adams an outstandipg
piece of work is its clear reflection ot the problems of a critical ti.istorical period in' the life of one manstrategicaIiy situated to rece~ve
the full intellectual impact of its conflicts. It is an achievementj.of
rio meanpr~porti()~s.,
.
:
JA Y

C.
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~

French Precursors of ,the Chanson de Roland, by Mario A. ~ei.
Columbia University Press,' 1948.

.

,

-

•

'I

of this book one may well suppose that its aut40r
was able to give full-bodied. suhstance to the ,theory?f C. 'Vore~ch
and Castorf Paris (mentioned on page 96 ,of the French PiecursQrs)
that there were epics earlier than.theChansonde Roland. In real~ty
the FrencJ:IPrecursors of Professor Pei's book are the earliest live~ of,
, the saints (Eulalie, Leger, and Alexis) plus- the ten~h-century lias.- '
. \ sion, which is expl~ined on the first page ot the, Foreword, where the
author. makes ,clear that heha§ investigated thG, element. of Qld
'FrenctI religious poetry "which contributed to the creation of -the
epic. . . ." The evideace in favor of this 'contribution '.'has ne~er
.been systemati~ally arranged, l~ough portions of it have b~en'"
. repeatedly presented. . . ." The ~uthor's originality lies, therefqre,
in the itemization and the dassm4ation of evidence.
' , ,
The evidence is complete and o;£tenest unimpeachable. It falls under four main headings, each OIf~ of which constitutes a chaptell of
the bO,ok: "Versification," "Syntactical Constructions and V09abFROM TH,E TlTLE
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ulary," "Stylistics and· Literary Devices," "Themes and Incidents,"
In each chapter appropriate similarities or identical features are
shown to' exist between the three early lives of the saints and the
. PaSsion- on the one hand and the Roland on the other. (
.
In his eagerness to allow no demonstrable point to escape, 'Professor Pei has sometimes overcharged the evidence. Taken alone, C~fP
.ter IV, "Themes and Incidents," would suffice to prove the thesis of
the book. The reader has cordially given his assent well before the
chapter ends. It might have been better to omit the theme, "Virgin~
ity and Chastity," where the author argues for Aude's "virginal
death'" (Roland, CCLXVII). Neither the poet nor Aude herself
says that she is dying a virgin, and one can read verse 1721 in such a
way as to understand that the l,tldy was somebody quite different from
Roland's innocent betrothed.
.
In the Conclusi0t:t Professor Pei restates. his t~esis-the importance
of "establishing a native French literary traditiol1 capable of ,turning.:
into fully epic channels at the proper moment." In th¢ Conclusiol},
too, he adds new evidence by discussing the central ~eIlle of tlt~ ; , 1
.religious PQetry and the Roland, which is always, "d~a:~,!l' f~r.~. pur3 ':"".
pose." His understanding of the theme must b(j:· c<?rre?t. :It' is .set
forth in a few pages of critical writing which comes~aS:a11''''eI6quent
climax to a series of argum~nts otherwise bas~d ;Jon . .~~ .study of
minutiae.
.~. .
~
WILLIAl\f F.

J.

DEJONGH

The Golden Land: an Anthology of Latin-American Folklore in Literature, selected, edited, and transfated by -Harriet De Onis. Alfred
A. Knopf, 1948.
,

an anthology of Latin-American folklore, is
divided into five sections: The Discoverers of the New Land, The
Sons of the New Land, The Creators of the Nations, Rediscovering
the American Tra.dition, and Brazil, each with a critical, historical
and explanatory introduction by the author. Mrs. De On(s .has also
supplied short, critical· and b!ographical sketches of all the writers
included; among them, Bernal Diaz del Castillo, Estanislao del
Campo" Domingo T. Sarmiento, Roberto Payro, Ricardo Rojas,
Jorge Luis Borges and many others.
. The anthology is made up of sixty-three selections and represents
forty·nine writers from Mexico, Central and South America. The
selections include short ~tories, legends, my,ths and narratives based
on some superstition or belief and, as well; some poetry in which the

'THE GOLDEN LAND,

\
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authors have made creative use of the varied folklore materials fopnd
within their own COUlltries.
In,'this highly readable, informative and interesting anthology. the
author has,set put ,to prove a theory-:-that the great writers of L~tin
America have adlieved greatness proportionate to their clos~ness land
unity with j their own tradition, mores and culture. Mrs. De <l>nis
proposes, a~ she herself states in her introduction) to show how jper- '
sistent and how great a source of inspiration has been Latin-Ailllerican folklore through the centuries. This purpose she carries out
effectively and through the recq.rrent themes-some legendary jand
mythical" Some religious or based
superstition of a religiouls or'
traditional 'nature,' some historical' and factual-we p.ave a bl\b~d,
panoramic view of the ideas, traditions and attitudes that ~ave
shaped the 'thin~ing and daily living of the ,present-day Latin-AirIer.;
,
'
. ican Republics..
~
RUBEN COBOS

rery

"

on

Time Will Darken
1948. .

I~.

by"William MaxwelL- Harper 'and
\

~.,

i'

Bro~ers,
.~

the, q~ietly distingu'ished t~ne, the senskive, medita~iYe,
meticulous handling; that Mr. 'Maxwell's novel seems to me tjnost
enjoyable. ..: ,- ,
..
'
1, '
The bOOK ~s prefaced by an}nteresting' quotation in regard tq th~
metltod of painting a ~andscape, beginning with "The ordef! abserved ...", This order-draWing the landscape first "into three
or fQur distances or plan~s"....:.M~. Maxwell has rather faithful1~ followed in his own co~positipn in words. From another part o~the
quotation, he takes the title of the novel:
"
!
"If you temper the necessary quantity' of pigm'~nt-or even m~r~
with linse~d or walnut oil and add enough' white,~ you shall pro~uce
a bright tint. It mu~t not be dark; on the <;on~rary it must be r~ther
on the light side becallse time.will darken -it. . . ."
,
Yet to my' mind the literary canvas is not hright. One of the qual- _
ities of the composition is the sense of atmosphere, derived frdm a
pushing-back in time 'and setting toa period justbefore 19141and1to a
street, then flourishing but now deteriorated, in a midwestern t~wn.
This atmosphere, although interesting in i~self, making the skene
a restoration. rather than a primary landscape, nevertheless, for, all'
the care with which it is done (perhapsAbecause of that ,care) s~ems
something added. for the sake of artistic pOignancy. The feeling .
which it gives is one sQmehpw!of brooding darkness, mufflingi and
·mournful, and never quite reSolved throughout the story.
1
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But it is \lot time which darkens the story itself, but what I feel .
as the need of some firm clean'·stro};.e to clear the atmosphere {or a '
moment-as in the quotation, the painter recommends the "lightest
smalt-am~-white tints in the sky," since "the ground is always
darker." In this story of a marr~age-of a trianglel for that is the
. story's gist, for all its complex elements-the sky is not .really the
lightest. The ethics of the situation are slurred and muffled; not so
much .through tolerance and breadth of vision, in my reading of it,
as from lack of clarity in the author's own viewpoint. These ethicS
hinge on the idealistic efforts of the man in the triapgle to be "kind"
.and understanding toward an also "idealistic" young woman in love
with him, which run into serious and near-tragic conflict with his
own marriage and the needs and perceptions of his, presumably,
"realistic" and unidealistic wife. It is in the author's presentation of
this whole supposed dilemma that this reader rather impatiently
kept feeling the need of those one or two direct, lucid, unequivocal
sentences, as' high lights.
'
Because these bright strokes fail to be made, at least with firmness,
the pleasure in reading is more' qualified than the ,other merits of
the novel s<;em to promise; and the book's action, although interesting and, to a point, distinguished, leaves a residue of fatality not
quite convincing because not quite intrinsic.
RUTH

Love in
1948.

Dishevelme~t, b~ Greenhood.

SUCKOW

yeative Age Press,

NEITHER A trivial noyel nor a successfully serious one, Mr. Greenhood:s book, because of its fine writing and often its fine thinking,
deserves consideration. Despite the f.alse tawdry ending and disguised sentimentality, the conception behind the' work-the' dishevelme!1t of not only Stella and her love but of the whole American cuitur,e-is sound. However, the ~derangement of the foundations of
life today, of th t very earth upon which we live, 'is given only sym-~
bolic representation and the dramatic cohesion of symbol and idea
is not provided.
.
Stella is emotional and intuitive, incapable of fighting "this mess
she lived in . . ." which "was not her doing. It was too general,
immense, and yet but a tiny part of the litter." Her lover, Earl, in
contrast, ,hates ". . . the disorder. It baffled him. He wanted to un, derstand it." But he never does understand it and remains too coldly
intellectual. '
'
The elemental, passionate love of these two has .its setting in an
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unkempt New York apartmel1t, which the author keeps isolated
from the 'teeming confusion of city life, a comparison which p1i~lit
have heightened the theme. Notwithstanding much inteUectu...lited
verbalization about the na,ture of love, their physical passion teac'lIes
them nothing: Earl is glad to leave; Stella appears 'to solidify andJ, t~ .
"
tidy up hef external lif~ because, of a very untidy fact-'-for our qulture'-of having an 'illegitimate child. After two years 'Earl inrxplicably retll;rns and Jhey are united-sentimental~y, romantica1ly,
impos,sibly-by the child.
'
'J
It is, then, this illusion of all conflicts resolv~d which tendsl to
negate the basic theme and to nullify many scenes otherwise jsuperbly handled.
,.
I
j,
I ' , '

•
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~

Man and' His Works, by Melville
'"
1948.

J.

Herskovits. Alfred A.

I'G~ T
t

I

~

Kn~pf,
\

I

J

whell the so-called civiljzed nations are much cpneerned over the possibly fatal results o~ certain physical devefrpments of their culture, a volume. covering what is kpown of ~be
reactions of cultures as a whole to changes within certain of t~eir
paits i~ in order. Culture varies from group to group and al"1ays
,adds or loses certain elements during the passage of time, but jthe
whole. construct at anyone place and time is so integrated th,!t ~my
single change brings forth compensating adaptatio}1s in its other) interrelated and interdependent patterns of thought and action. The
titles of the sections- (1) The Nature, (2) The Materials,. (3) The
Structure, (4) The Aspects' of Culture, (5) ~ultural Dynamics, +rid,
(6) Cultural Variation-indicate-- Herskovits' ordering ofrhe "fide
field of specific anthropologic~l studies as parts of, a whole,· wliiclfhe
discusses at length, chapter by' chapter, and finally fits togeth~r fto _.
a neat Summary. Here th~ copcepts of the '~ature, forms and f""nc-'.1.. .
tions ,of culture lead into. a statement of the theory of culture ~nd,
the place of applied anthropology ~h aiding problems of wQrld
society. There is a straightforward account of tb,e contribu~ion$ of
" various schpols of thought to the whol~; a sur~ey' of modern lapproaches infield collection of data; and an explanation of its qandling by the trait-complex-area scheme for historical studies, byithe
'culture-integration concept for ,basic structuralization, and by ¢onfiguration 'analyses delineating themes of thought and ac.tion
app~rent throughout the integrated construct and conditioning1 the
emotion and behavior patterns of its carriers.
J
To those concerned with controversial issues of the world today,
INA PERIOD
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the discussion of biological. environmental, and economic deter~
minism as seen through studies of various races and cultures reveals-'ll
some of the fallacies which may confuse' the thinking of persons
whose experience has been limited 'to their own people. The relativism of sodal and ethical values to the overall philosophies of each
group a1=lpears through cross-cultural observation.
Anthropology students will appreciate the reproduc~ion of nu~
merous charts concisely providing the latest data on evolution of
.man and the development of implements in more than one area of
the ancient world, ail extensive general bibllogl'aphy, a list of select. ed titles classified by SUbject matter for .specialized studies, and
thirty-seven pages of detailed index.
Although long (655 pages),.Man and His Works never descends
to dull pedantry nor to the all-too-common attempt to awe the publie with erudite terminology. The volume is' easy and interesting
.,
reading, well illustrated. a science of. man. for men.
FLORENCE

The Mirror of
1948.
.

Magic~

HAWLEY

.
,
by Kurt Seligmann.. Pantheon Books,· Inc.,

a bag of tricks nor a catalog of quaint superstitions., The
Mitr:or of Magic is a "shortcut ~the O(:;cult history of the Old
World," in pursuit of formulas with which man has sought to explain and control the tangible and intangibfe areas of his experience..
The author suspends the reader's disbelief long enough for him to
understand the machinery of magic and the human needs which
brought it into being.
.
.
To document The Mirror of Magic, Kurt Seligmann, himsel(a
capable surrealist painter, has drawn from the archiyes of previous
centuries. Even without clarification in the text, the two hundred
fifty-five illustrations, handsomely reproduced, constitute an invalu- \
able key. to understanding psychic symbols. There are many diagrams, such as "The Universe as a Monochord," a concept based
upon the Pythagorean theory of the music of the planets. "Harmony," says the author, "is the mystery of the universe." The pat, terns of Gnostic gems and Tarot cards are of particular interest.
Of the numerous illustrations derived from engravings of the
last t1}ree centuries, many, inevitably, are ·amusing. The schemes fpr
" delineation of character by physiognomy -are delightful, as in the.
parallel portraits. of an ox and "A Man of Bovine Nature," "Forehead of a Man Destined to Be Drowned," and "Noses of Vain and
Lustful Men."
N£ITHER
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The Mirro";. of Magic is a l!timulating guide to this "hermetic wo*derland." Seligmann concludes that "Magic . . . fr.ced man .froijn
fears, endowed him with a feeling of his power to co~trol the worlcjl,
sharpened his. capacity to imagine:'
:
ROLAND

F.

DICKE1v
i

!,.

:

\.

_ The Development of Southern Sectionalism, <z8z8-z848. (A Hist.oJ/'y
of the South" \'-S), by Charles S; Sydnor. Louisiana U~iversity Pre$,
1948. .

I

WHILE OTHER sections of the United States have shown occasionhl
oppositic;)ll to the policies ofYJ,e Federal Government, it was tl}.e
ante-bellum South which developed sectionalism in its mos~ extre~
, form. Consequently the ,fifth volume in this history of the South h~s
. been described by its author as "soinetping' of 31>cas~ study of s~ctionalism."
i'
. . , ;
The period covered extendS fr6m the debates over the .admissi~n
of Missouri to the close . of the Mexican War. Priot to 1819 the South
had been national in its point ohriew. By 1848 many Southerners f~lt
that their section was a thing.apart, with distinct interests of its Owp.
In trying to discover how'this intense selI-co~sciousn~~s developep,
the author first describes what was"happening in the'SouthJ.itself,
then the relations between that section and the Federal Governmerlt. Many changes were taking place during these thirty years, whi~
promoted b<>.:tli the material development and spiritual growth ~f
the South. The Federal Government moved the Indians west of. ~e '
Mississippi, and this allowed the planters of the South Atlantic,
States to move to the Old Southwest, taking their slaves and cott~n
culture with them., The development of the domestic slave tr~4e,
~ogether with the coming of the steamboat and the r~ilroad, and t~e
huge demand ~or. cotton, promoted business and promised prosperity. At the same time, fhe South ,was gro~ing more· religious, a,d
church members were bfing taught that slavery wa~ right in the e~es
of God. Writers were idealizing the South ..and making stronger tfle
ties of local patriotism•. Thus when sectionalism developed it "tas
not superficial but a matter of them~nd and heart.
j
In the late twenties Southerners felt ~trongly that tariffs were ljJeiqg used to diNert profits from planters to. Northern manufacturers.
~' In the'thirtiSs they were ~roused by the appearance of abolitioni~ts
who constan~ly criticized their institutions and people. In the fortie~,
the .south becaine. more self-conscious than' ever. The Method~ts'
split when Northern members questioned the character ofa Georgia
bishop whose wife' owned slaves, Th~ Baptists did 'likewise when the
.
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miss~on board refused to approve an India~ slaveholder who wished
to pteach to the heathen in China. The Mexican War increased the
. lCnsion. Polk was unjustly ch~rged with waging war to add to slave
territory. The North determined to keep slavery out of the conquered region. No longer the ruling section, the South was ahnost
ready for secession.
. .
, . Mr. Sydnor has written a thoughtful and understanding book. He
does not condone sectionalism, but he does explain' how it' ca.me
abollt.

-.
MARiON

DARGAN

Ge.orge Washington: a Biogmphy, by Douglas Southall Freeman.
,":015. I and II, "Young '\Vashington." Charles Scribner's Soris, 1948.
of Virginia writes of another. This is as it should
be; and especially for these earlier years, in which George was' a
Virginian officer but by no means an American hero. Washingto,n is
further away from us than Lee, in character as well as time: That
Mr. Freeman's present task is the more difficult goes without saying.
That he has done it outstandingly well may. be said with assurance
and enthusiasm.
The sheer bulk devoted to the first twenty-seven years of Washington's life is at first glance staggering. To bring the story to '-the
French abandonIllent of Fort DuQuesne takes Freeman 844 pages
of text, plus 97 of appepdices. The comp~rable !"aterial in John
Marshall's authorized work covered 384 pages, including the general
history of the colonies to 1758. Rupert Hughes used 44 I pages fOr
the s~me period, and Stephenson pnly 2 1 9 . ,
The difference ,in di~ensions is one of greater s~iiousness both in ,
research and in analysis. Not only has Freeman made use of newly
available manuscript sources, but he has also found much significant
evidence in printed materials which previous biographers failed to
note, or perhaps to appreciate. The tracing of daily travels and the
assessment of t:haracter done from Washington's personal account
book ("Ledger A") is wholly reasonable; but no one before Freeman
seems to h~ve attempted th~ reasoning.
Being a conscientious historian, Freeman practises neither adulation nor debunking. The cherry tree goes into the appendix, without mention in the text. Sally Fairfax is a sensible young matron of
history, not a phantom of romance. Washington himself appears as
a credible human being, though scarcely a simple one. He is a native
product of colonial Virginia, with that colony's striking dualisms of
tradition and freedom, of gentlemanliness and grasping.
ONE GENTL.EMAN

I
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The'fourth chapter of. Volume I, dealing with "Virginia in the
Youth of Washingto,n," is a brilltant so~:ologicalst"udy, packed with
precise information and thoroughly documented. In addition to th~s
. there is a 72-page appendix discussing the history of the "Northerb
N eck Proprietary'~ between the Potomac and the Rappahannoc~~
Seeing thus the world in which Washington lived, one is the bett~ .
qualified to understandt the man he b~~tn.e.;
That man was~ to use Freeman's wltds, an "extraordinary cori).bination of ami~bility and deterInin:.~~n~" A fierce acquisitivene~s
made him ~ealthy( a driving ambitiO'&;raisedhim to military prominence. He lacked a sense of humor.f...~d so was self-toJ1.scious and
sometimes intolerant. He was rigidl'~ '''"'',. voted to the principles he
had accepted: principles which 'on t
whole were Roman rath~r
than Christiall, thus sturdy more than:"'~herous.· He took fQr gra!lteid
the usages of aristocratic Virginia ~, and no less his debt <j»f
loyalty to relcj.tives and associates.
i
. Washington's experiences on the frontier, and in contact with tIle
Blfitishmilitary, qualified him amazingly for his services of t\\fO
decades later. Freeman, not. belaboring that point, ,has made it
strikingly evident. One awaits eagerly tBe three additipnal volumes
which are designed to complete the story,',
I

'J

GEORGE

HEDLEiY

.,
I

I·

l

'I
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vVe are shown, however, that after the enactment of ,the. punitive
measures of 1774, he doubted the chances of a successful restoration.
of British control, apparently sensing also the likelihood of his becoming the.scapegoat of the inept government leadership. The members of the ministry "did not like, the plain truths which he sent
them," and so recalled him in disgrace. .
If General Gage in America is less than definitive, as Professor
Alden modestly admits, it is, nevertheless, a very abl~ and readable
contr~bution to the .literature of the American Revolution.
t
GAL E W. Me GEE
Jet/Milton, a Good Man with a Gun, by J. Evetts Haley, with drawings by H;arold D. Bugbee. The University of Oklahoma Press, 1948.<
HERE IS another of those books. One could fill a 19n9 shelf with
accounts of the frontiersman who has become a\ stereotype {lS reliable, as, cour~eous, and as invincible as Superm<q1. He starts in the
Deep. South and brings a delicate sense of honor, gallant regard for
ladies, ~arm, and a lush accent. He does not acquire education becau~e::his destiny takes him to Texas before his soft beard has begun
to spr6"ut. There he joins the Rangers, preferaply lying about his
age, and leaves a long trail of dead men as he moves westward, kill~
ing Mexicans along. the border, Indians on the plains, and bad men
in every saloon. His Mexican and Indian killings depend upon his
'skill as a trailer, his unerring eye, and his favored position as a
Texas, Ranger, quite untrammeled by law and international con·
cord, ~dJree to act as his own judge and jury. Bad men he shoots '
from the hip'even as the malefactor reaches for his gun; or he may
not have to· kill, his compelling eye and drawling: "I'll kilf you
shore!" being enough to cow the baddest bad man.
Texas in time turns out to be too small for our Superman who,
taking in New Mexico on, the way, finally becomes a border rider
from El Paso to Baja California. Naturally he puts in some years as
a deputy sheriff; his trail crosses that of every man, good or bad, of '
his era; but he knows no women-until, of course, he marries the
New England schoolma'am. He ends his days telling tales to our
author.
Tbis. is a somewhat malicious summing up of Mr. Haley's account
of Jeff Milton. This account is impressive becausfl of the' author's
earnest admiration for his hero, ~is complete acceptance of the
frontier ethic, and fOf the vast amount of research that kept him on
Jeff Milton's trail for eleven years. Surely no incide.nt of that long
and arduous career has el~ded his devotion. ¥r. Haley's style" is

J

..
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brisk, 'with only occasional lapses into fine descriptive passages, but
with Ht.tIe variation. At times it moves so fast that this reader got a
,b~tcotifuseQ among the names of killers and killed, a bit wearied by
the stac.:cato style.
'
t Altogelher it makes one wonder when we shall'begin to evaluate
<iur ~,~e'tl1 heroes, to understafi(~ what they did to advance-or !to
hinder~t!Iefmaking of civilized living. This book ol true tales of tihe
~ploits of~,ne superman seen jn the Hat will be a useful author~ty
(or writers 9f~ -later and more discriminadng day.
:

'ERNA

<
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,

~~

Life'i~ Argentina, by Carl C. Taylor.

,ku:ral

versity~Press~", 1948.

.

L01;lisiana State Jni-

0

::

the only important books '9n Latin Ame~ica
~vritteli in4his couinr)' dealt with history and 'literature. Fottuinately, gQod;pooks are 'now making their appearance in the field~ o~ ,
ithe social sciences~ and'Taylor's is one of them. Argentina and Br~il
are the countries of Ibero-Am,eriC"a where sociolopical studies H.ia,v~
i been most highly developed. In the case of Argrnti'na, her c19ser
, cultural contact with the old world and her own ec::onomic histot~ as
! a country of temperate c1i~atewith a European I population,_liave '
\ les~ened t~e labor 0,£ theS,e investigat,ions., Positlv~sip., a~ a gUid, ~ng
\phl1osophy, has, helped. There a~e good books ~n s~~ology~ ~lke,
\Bunge's and Ingenieros', but Taylor's ,is the first se.rious study), on
\Argentina made by a North American well eqUi~ped with moqern
~ociol~gical'methods.
"
:
! Att~ntion is centered on,the rural problems. T e,author's ana~ysis
fs d~tai~ed, his presentation objective a~d thorou? . His s~.u<!ly of~t!Ie
,ns~ltu~lOns of:fa~ily, the home, ~t(}. IS suggestI'ye andmt~restJ~g,
as IS hiS exammatIon of communJty customs THe aUthor, m s~nct
~cientific method., presents the facts and refI;ains ~rom hasty coneIus~ons. '
.
, I " 1,
' :
\ It is a great pity that five. years passed, betwden the field Work
¢one by Dr. Taylor and the ,publication of thie book. It is 'pretpsely during those five ye~rs that Argentina untlerwent imporiaIlt;
cha,nges, not only I?olitically w,
the a~ve"t q~, de facto gove"rn.'
mevts, but economically and SOCially, With the !llupact of the war
and postwar perio~s. Per6n's administration is tifYingto change :the ,
rhy~hm of rural life: and the author, in a sketchy pilogue of scarcely
fourteen p;lges, endeavors to make up for the t diness of the'publication and to bring these fact$' to the reader.
-l
.
f
UP
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TO A fe~;y~ars ago,
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Washington Witch Hunt, by Bert Andrews. Random House, 1948.
1947, the New York Herald Tribune reported the
story of seven State Department employees dismissed four months
earlier as "potential security risks." They never knew the charges
against them, never' faced their accusers, and were not allowed to
.
.
reSIgn.
Bert Andrew.s, chief ,,yashington correspondent of the Herald
Tribune, wrote that original story. He is ble. now, in Washington
Witch Hunt, to complete it. He tells ho " after publicity and after
protests of pebple, press, and radio, t~ even were allowed to resign
"without prejudice." His "Mr. Blank," that one 0f the seven around
whom Andrews weaves his story, is then followed through the eight
months in which, despite excellent technical recommendations, he
could find no employment.
.
rVashington Witch Hunt would be worth the reading if only for
its complete documentation of Mr. Blank's story, )together with that
of the ten Hollywood writers and of Dr. Condon before the Thomas'
Committee. But its real value lies in its extensive quotations from
B.lank's own statements before a State Department that would'
neither ask nor answer questions, and in Blank's account of his diffi~
culties in finding work. and in supporting .his wife and children.
Both Andrews and Blank write unemotionally, almost matter-of.facHy. But their joint account of Blank's' utter bafflement reaches
thereby the exact quality of nightmare. It makes lVashington Witch
Hunt a memorable book, the more so as we read day after day new
tales of espionage and ponder again the need for respol1sible invesIN NOVEMBER,

,

tig~ltion.
R-O B E R T

BUN K E R

Mean as Hell, by Dee HarkeyA University of New Mexico Press, 1948.

J

handwriting on the jacket flap Dee Harkey says, "I
asked a friend about getting some educated person to do the writing
of thrs book, and he said, 'Hell, no, Dee, don't do thatl You'll lose
the flavor and tang of yo~r story: " My feeling is that this advice,
ordinarily good, was bad in this case-not because the bookl)eeds .
better words ,or better style but because Dee Harkey's matter-offact ness and his refusal to let his own deeds seem in any sense heroic
rob an intense~y dramatic story, of much of its potential impact.
Readers who know Dee Harkey's record as a lawmap and his reputation as "a little man without fear" will read between the lines
w~enDee speaks of chasing desperate men into thei~ own dens'and

IN HIS OWN'
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then concludes; almost: parenthetically, "II arrjsted them a~d
bro~ght them to i.aiV'But rea~ers not ~amiliar ith the disparjty
between the lacomc speech and the 'heroIc perfor ance of men like
Dee Harkey may, if not l forewarned, miss the rdagnitude of this
almost incredible story. ,
'"
1
, Although .pee HaI;key'has failed in this story to do justice fto
himself as its hero, he has written a fas~inating' nd valuable ph~ ,
sonal document of some forty years (roughly, 1870 0 1911) in Te*as
and New Mexico when the country was "tough as a boot," whet;i a
gun was as much a part I of a, man's clo~ing' as ere his trous~rs,
and when ".Judge Colt" divided lawmen and 0 tlaws alike iIho
two classes: "the quick, and the deadl" It is a do ument compU~te
with,names, dates, and pl~ces, lea,vened with Dee H rkey's own frapk
~md uninhibited opinion~; a bopk not to be omitt d from any s~lf
of Southwestern Americana. ' '
. .
'"
i
I

"

'

'
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A rauco .T'amed. by
Olia, translated into EnglisJy
Charles Maxwell LanC:Is r and Paul Thomas Ma chester. Univiersity o~ NewMexico Pres~" 1948.
!

!

THE ARAUCANIANS

of,C~ileofferedtenad2us resis an.te to the pefte-

:' ITation of their lands by ~e Spaniards. Their heroi~ struggle ,gail'.:.st,.
the invader furnished i]'p iration for several epic Ipoems. the- mpst
famous. of which is the raucana, written by Alonso de Ercilla.:4 A
~apta.in in th'e Sp~nish ar l Y a~d an ey~ witne~s to ~e e~ents, Erc~lla
IdealIzes the IndIans an? rpralses theIr heroIsm afd VIrtues ab~ve
,thdse of his -countrymen.) Don Garda Hurtado e ~ Mendoza, the
leader of the Spanish f~rces. is not mentioned . t all-thepo~t's
.revenge for ,having been teverely punished by ~he £eneraJ for' dr~w~
ing a sword in his prese~ce.'~
_'
0; .
To/exalt the ~xploits! and virtues ofJ;)on Garda; so willf*Uy
,I~egle1ted by Ercilla, Pedro de' Ona composed his' Arauco Tarried.
lus~,as Er~illa, a Span~ar~, idealizes th.e Araucaniajos. Ona, a native
ChIlean, smgs thepralse~ of the Spamsh conquerqrs. Althoughjthe
Arauco Tamed is not as ,!long-winded as Ercilla's prem, its nine~en
cantos comprise over fifteen thousand lines. Dna clioes not presu,me
to rival Ercillcr. ""'Tho then would dare to sing d,fWild ~ati~o / .
After the 'elaborate Araucana?" But Ercilla ignored Don Garda's
. ~xploits, and Ona feels dompelled to corrett the o~ersight: ,"Hehce.
this has been the point of my compunction, / .Almost my sol~ incentive her~to sing.'~
'j.
The Arauco covers mainly the. period presented in the sedond

,

'J.
"

.' i

.'
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part of the Araucana. Ercilla dwells on the love affair of Dido and
Aeneas; Ona with a defeat suffered by the English pirate Richard
Hawkins. ~ in the older pdem,. Ona's cantos often begin with in-'
sipid moralizing in the style of Vergil, and are interspersed with
lengthy digressions. Ona seldom reaches Ercilla's poetic heights, but,
as a historical document, the Arauco Tar:ned is as interesting and
valuable as its immetliate model and shows flashes of real inspira-')
tion.'
Professors Lancaster and. Manchester, having undertaken the .!
translation of the three great epic poems dealing with the early
history of Chile, have now co'mpleted the first two, and'ther.e remains .
only the less extel1sive Puren ind6mito, by Alvarez de Toledo, to
engage their scholarship. The English ~ersion of A rauco Tamed
retain~ n?t only t]le substan.ce of the Spanis~ text but also its spirit
and poetIc flav~ The metIculous scholarshIp represented by such
faithful metric rendering exceeds;" perhaps, the merit of the original.
poems themselves. I? the stanza. telling of- Don~arda's depar~~e'j
from Peru to lead hIS forces agamst the Araucamans, and occaslOn~ .
ally elsewhere, the English version reads as sm.oothly as the'Spanish
original. ,
From Lima marched the ~andsome youth, and leal,
And firm of gait, approached the coastline grey.
A line he sf;ored amidst his squad's array
:rt.at marked perfection's full consummate seal.
Bxalted joy did all who saw him feel,
And grief ali~e that he should go away.•
Peru unanimously moans her loss,
And Chile gains ,a shield that pearls emboss.

Arauco Tamed is a true work of love which the discriminating ,
scholar cannot fail to appreciate. 'Even those able to read the original Spanish text will enjoy reading this masterful English transla-.
tion.
'
aft. GAP I'T OR E Y
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